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The Jackson Laboratory media & museum collection: Film

I. OVERVIEW:

The collection is in the process of being reviewed and, in some cases, reformatted. Descriptions and analysis of films will be arranged alphabetically as they are completed.

II. INVENTORY:

- 1. “Quiet Search”
- 2. “Collins - Mouse Seizure - color - save”
- 3. “Tail - original color - Jackson Lab”
- 4. “Leader Film”
- 5. “Lib color outtakes”
- 6. “Amblystoma”
- 7. Original ending for “Between the Known and Unknown” produced in 1974 (Earl Green, director, sums up the story of the Lab.) 16mm, 100 feet
- 8. “Mitosis in Endosperm II” produced by A. Bajer and J. Mole-Bajer, Jagellonia University, Cracow, Poland (with 4 page guide, located in Box 20. Folder 7)
- 9. “Rx Mouse”; 16mm master (in storage) & VHS video (on shelf / WZ.
- 10. The Jackson Laboratory “096951”; “short piece film 12 test”; (4” reel)
- 11. “Dickie Neuro Mutants”, original ECO color footage, 1 of 5; (8” reel)
- 12. “An Experiment in Education” (16mm, sound) 8” reel.
- 13. “Agitans to Zigzag” script unrevised
- 14. Reel 9 Jackson Laboratory Diabetes
- 15. Parabiosis; Roll A, Roll B, original color and sound, 3 reels
- 16. Old Known tails; 3 reels in plastic bag (outtakes from #7 ?)
- 17. “Assignment: The Jackson Laboratory”; n.d. Script by Jean Davisson; Cinematographer: George C. K. McKay; Graphic Artist: Ruth Soper; Directed by Alan Russell; Starring John Dorey as the visiting writer.
- 23. Barrier Tests with Dogs. J. P. Scott, ca. 1948
• 32. Problem Solving. J. P. Scott
• 34. Film showing some kind of a problem solving test. J. P. Scott ca. 1950.
• 35. Film demonstrates measuring tendency to remain quiet, i.e., stand still. This had to do with looking at differences in "temperament" between breeds. J. P. Scott, ca. 1956.
• 36. Early film for purposes of disseminating information concerning what was going on in behavior research at the lab and what was perhaps being planned. Film contains picture of C. C. Little. J. P. Scott, ca. 1945.
• 38. Non-adaptive Behavior from a Series of Defeats in Mice (C57blacks). J. P. Scott and Mary Vest Marston, ca. 1946 or 47.
• 39. Social Disorganization in Mice. J. P. Scott, ca. 1940.
• 42. Critical Periods in the Effect of Handling C3H and C57 Black Mice. Larry Roberts.
• 43. Physiology of Fatal Audiogenic Seizures in Inbred Strains of Mice. Ed Huth and Benson Ginsburg (Photography by J. P. Scott, ca. 1946.
• 44. Genetics and Behavior. Joseph Antonitis and J. P. Scott.
• 45. Amphetamine and Fighting Behavior in Baib C and C57 Black Mice. J. P. Scott and Ching Tse Lee.
• 46. Film not in good shape, unable to preview them. J. P. Scott
• 47. Film not in good shape, unable to preview them. J. P. Scott
• 48. Film not in good shape, unable to preview them. J. P. Scott